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computing by working with
the best minds in the world.
Just about every day we learn
about a new application of
cognitive computing. From
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of-alberta-publish-new-data-on-machine-learning-algorithms-to-

Electrical

help-predict-schizophrenia-300492147.html] to analyzing

and

Wimbledon fan experiences

Computer

[https://www.ibm.com/blogs/watson/2017/07/ibm-watsons-ai-is-

Engineering,

powering-wimbledon-highlights-analytics-and-a-fan-experiences/]

University

, cognitive computing and artificial intelligence have arrived and

of Illinois,

are making a measurable diﬀerence in our daily lives.

Urbana Champaign,

But with all the excitement around real-world applications of this

Urbana,

powerful technology, it is easy to forget that the Cognitive Era, as

IL

we call it at IBM, is still in its infancy. And there is a tremendous
amount of work yet to be done.

Faculty

Collaborating with leading minds around the world is the key to

Openings

fulfilling the true potential of cognitive computing. And that’s why

– Stanford

IBM formed the Cognitive Horizons Network (CHN), a network of

University

the world’s leading universities committed to working with IBM to
accelerate the development of core technologies needed to
advance the promise of cognitive computing.
Currently, members of the network are focusing on seven topics:
Video comprehension – Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT): Developing machines that can emulate the human ability to
understand inputs from multiple video streams and predict

HumanCentered
Artificial
Intelligence
Institute,
Stanford
University,
Stanford,
CA

potential future events in real-time. The lab will address technical
challenges around both pattern recognition and prediction
methods in the field of machine vision that are currently impossible
for machines alone to accomplish. For instance, humans watching
a short video of a real-world event can easily recognize and
produce a verbal description of what happened in the clip as well
as assess and predict the likelihood of a variety of subsequent
events, but for a machine, this ability is currently impossible. This
collaboration with MIT will bring together leading brain, cognitive,

Assistant/Associate
Professor
Positions
in
Disaster
Science,
University
of

and computer scientists to conduct research in the field of

Delaware,

unsupervised machine understanding of audio-visual streams of

Newark,

data, using insights from next-generation models of the brain to

DE

inform advances in machine vision.
Cognitive environments – Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI):

Lecturer,

Building environments that explore and advance natural,

Computer

collaborative problem-solving among groups of people and

Information

machines, with the goal of improving how people work together to

Technology,
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make decisions. The lab is built around a futuristic “Situations

IUPUI,

Room” that can be adapted to industry-specific environments

Indiana

(including Cognitive Boardrooms, Design Studios, Diagnosis

University

Rooms and Immersive Classrooms) and is designed to surface

Purdue

new ways to improve how people work together.

University
Indianapolis,

Optimized systems – University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign

IUPUI,

(UIUC): Developing the stack of applications, accelerators,

Indianapolis

software, hardware and networking needed to support larger and

IN

more complex cognitive workloads. With the increased
computational demands of cognitive computing, the researchers
will further optimize Power Systems for cognitive workloads.
Researchers will have access to the OpenPOWER Foundation’s
systems technology as well as technical development and support
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Professor
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from IBM Systems Group. The new hardware designs and

Infrastructure,

cognitive algorithms will be released to the open source

Database

community and OpenPOWER Foundation, of which both IBM and

Systems,

the University of Illinois are members.

Distributed

Conversational technologies – University of Michigan: Developing
technology to allow people to interact more naturally and
eﬀectively with computers through text or speech dialogues. The
lab will develop a cognitive system that functions as an academic
advisor for undergraduate computer science and engineering

Processing,
Data
Visualization,
University
of
California

majors at the university. The system will allow researchers to

San

explore how smart machines interact with people in goal-driven

Diego, La

dialogues. To do this, the team will capture and annotate large

Jolla, CA

volumes of approved recorded human-to-human conversations
between undergraduates and their advisors on topics such as
course selection, career advice, extracurricular recommendations
and homework resources. The team will use these conversations
to train the system on how to respond to interactions with
students, and ultimately learn how to automatically navigate and
successfully reply in conversations with those using the system.
Deep learning – Université de Montréal’s Montreal Institute for
Learning Algorithms (MILA): Developing next-generation deep
learning algorithms and techniques to help computers improve
their understanding and interpretation of language, speech, and
vision. The lab conducts advanced research in basic sciences on
artificial intelligence, machine learning and deep learning,
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exploring areas such as generative modeling, unsupervised
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analytics and machine learning, while also exploring specialized

Lecturer

computer power optimized for these new intensive computing

(Assistant

workloads. The lab explores new ways to apply cognitive

Professor),

technologies – which are able to digest, learn from, and reason

Senior

over vast amounts of structured and unstructured data – to help

Lecturer,

cybersecurity professionals gain an advantage in the battle against

Reader

cybercrime. The research in the lab is conducted on IBM and

(Associate

OpenPOWER technology. The IBM Power Systems being

Professor)

implemented in the lab at UMBC are infused with acceleration

or Chair

technology from the OpenPOWER Foundation, making them

(Full

ideally suited for cognitive and advanced analytics workloads,

Professor)

critical to the cyber security work the researchers will be

Level,

conducting. In addition, researchers will receive technical
development and support from IBM Systems Group.
Health Empowerment – Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI): how

Imperial
College
London,
London,England

the application of advanced cognitive computing capabilities can
help people to understand and improve their own health
conditions. The center’s vision is to advance the understanding of
chronic disease prevention through data-driven discovery and

Assistant
Professor,
Computer

analysis of factors that can help predict the propensity to develop

Science,

chronic conditions and provide personalized health

University

recommendations and lifestyle guidance for clinicians to deliver to

of

their patients. Specifically, the center plans to develop cognitive

Arizona,

tools for health empowerment that use analytics, knowledge-

Tucson,

driven learning, and semantics-based interrogation to address

AZ

data-to-knowledge gaps to enable clinicians and patients to help
manage and prevent of chronic diseases and conditions.

Full

This ongoing collaboration is critical to make the promise of AI a

Professor,

reality for business and society. Though we have made incredible

Texas

strides over the last several years — since IBM Watson first

A&M

competed on and won Jeopardy! — there are several areas of
computer science, engineering, cognitive science, and application
domains like medicine, accounting, and law that need to be
advanced and brought together if cognitive systems are going to

University,
College
Station,
Texas

meet the demands of the digital world. In fact, the entire cognitive
computing stack — from how people collaborate to make
https://cra.org/crn/2017/08/collaborative-research-key-advancing-ai/
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decisions to building advanced computing infrastructure — must

Computer

be evolved if we are to meet the needs of a demanding world.

Science/Blockchain

For more information about IBM’s Cognitive Horizons Network,

Systems,
Virginia

please click here [http://www.research.ibm.com/cognitive-

Tech -

computing/cognitive-horizons-network/] .
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IBM’s Thomas J. Watson Research Center as a research staﬀ
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computer science for IBM Research. From 2004 to 2011, he
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languages, software engineering, and human-computer interaction
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a worldwide responsibility for IBM Research’s strategy and
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science for IBM Research, and co-lead for the IBM research
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